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Put a face to
the name…
Some useful
contact numbers
The Land and Acquisition Services team is responsible
for acquiring all rights and permissions from statutory
authorities and landowners needed to install, operate and
maintain National Grid’s electricity and gas transmission
networks. The group acts as the main interface for
landowners with gas and electricity equipment installed
on their land. Your local contacts are listed below.
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REGIONAL GRANTOR
ASSISTANTS
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Caroline Suttling, South

2 Lauren Munro, East and Scotland
3 Becky Kearsley, West and Wales
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ELECTRICITY AND GAS
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» Land teams – all regions 0800 389 5113

4

WAYLEAVE PAYMENTS

» For information on electricity wayleave payments,
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telephone the payments helpline on 0800 389 5113
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EASEMENT ENQUIRIES

» Email box.electricityeasements@
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CHANGE OF DETAILS

» To inform National Grid of changes in ownership
or contact details, telephone 0800 389 5113 for
electric and 01926 654844 for gas, or email
grantorservices@nationalgrid.com

ELECTRICITY EMERGENCY

» Emergency calls to report pylon damage

NEWS AND FEATURES
04 How National Grid is working with
communities to build a more
sustainable future.

How to contact National Grid
if you are a grantor

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

Land officers provide a day-to-day point of contact
for National Grid grantors. You can also contact
them if you have any questions about compensation,
reinstatement, maintenance or refurbishment plans
in your area – the team will be happy to help.

call the EMF information line on 08457 023270
(local call rate). Website: emfs.info

If you have any queries, please telephone
0800 389 5113 and select from the four options below.

to National Grid can be made on 0800 404 090.
Note the tower’s number – found just below
the property plate – to help crews locate it

» .WZQVNWZUI\QWVWVMTMK\ZQKIVLUIOVM\QKÅMTL[

Welcome…

CENTRAL COMMUNITY
RELATIONS TEAM
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mountain bike guide whose
workplace is always stunning,
whatever the weather.

DIAL BEFORE YOU DIG

OPTION 1

» Before carrying out any work in the vicinity of gas

pipelines, overhead power lines or underground electric
cables, you should contact Plant Protection on
0800 688 588 so that searches can be made to
determine the exact position of any National Grid assets

OPTION 2

Electricity wayleave
payments and change
of name/address/
ownership of land
West and Wales

OPTION 3

OPTION 4

East and
Scotland

South

8TIV\XW_MZ"?Pa_MU][\IK\VW_
to keep the countryside colourful.

20 WIN – a life-changing opportunity to
learn new skills or grab a high street
shopping spree.

09 The farmer turned laptop guru on a
social media mission to educate the
public one story at a time.
12

A polite plea to landowners
considering digging work during
the lockdown.

14

National Grid’s decarbonisation
expert reveals why the electric
car revolution is unstoppable.

GAS EMERGENCY

» 0800 111 999

18
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QUESTIONS

» For questions about our power cables or other assets
contact the Plant Protection Team. Cadent provide
ÅZ[\TQVM[]XXWZ\NWZW]ZI[[M\[·0800 688 588 –
plantprotection@cadentgas.com

Gridline is produced by

Victoria Court, 8 Dormer Place,
Leamington Spa, Warwickshire
CV32 5AE
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LUMP SUM PAYMENT FOR CONVERTING WAYLEAVES TO EASEMENTS
Many of National Grid’s grantors currently receive annual payments in line with their
wayleave agreement and the rates set by the NFU and CLA. But did you know you can
convert the wayleave into an easement and receive a one-off capital payment instead?
National Grid encourages you to seek professional advice from a qualified chartered
surveyor or agricultural valuer. National Grid will pay reasonable agent’s fees in accordance
with its published Surveyor’s Fee scale together with solicitor’s fees, upon completion of the
easement. So there should be no need to pay an agent any of the payment rightly due to you.
If this is of interest to you or you wish to find out more about easements and the payment
which you could receive then please contact us directly or through a qualified agent at
box.electricityeasements@nationalgrid.com

18

… to the latest edition of Gridline, which
quite deliberately has a very forwardlooking and, hopefully, optimistic feel to
it as the nation comes together to fight an
unexpected foe.
As we went to press we are in the midst of the
coronavirus threat which has impacted all of us.
It’s at times like these that we realise the full value
of the people and services they fulfil – from NHS
staff to our very own National Grid teams on the
front line ensuring safe and reliable energy.
Equally they rely on you, our family of
grantors, who have been extremely
understanding during the initial phase of the
spread. Over the coming months our
programme of works will likely be affected, but
we will still need access to carry out certain
works, which we will undertake safely and
professionally. I want to thank you in advance
for your flexibility in working with us during
these difficult months.
Looking to a brighter future we had a cuppa
and a chat with National Grid’s thought leader,
Graeme Cooper, on decarbonisation. His
glimpse into the renewable energy crystal ball
makes pretty interesting reading.
He predicts we’ll soon all be buying electric
cars as we currently do mobile phones, but it’s his
view on the role National Grid has to play in the
progression that will speed the whole thing up.
Still looking ahead and we’ve been talking to a
national organisation and gas grantor protecting
the UK’s wild flowers by raising low levels of
awareness of the threat to our countryside.
It’s also important to thank the huge majority
of grantors who keep in touch with us through
the well-established channels. For those who
don’t, please read the gas safety article on P12
and get in touch. Meanwhile, enjoy your read.

Amanda May
Land and Acquisitions Manager,
Land & Property
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Field Studies Council

“National Grid’s support enables us to look
after the buildings and grounds… so we
can focus on sharing messages on why
sustainability and biodiversity matter”

The latest news from National Grid and its landowner partners

Nature’s balance
An innovative tilting weir built by
National Grid in partnership with a
landowner is managing water levels
to attract wading birds to an area of
marshy wetland.
The collaboration, alongside Natural
England, has led to the specially designed
structure on the Tickenham Moor Site of
;XMKQIT;KQMV\QÅK1V\MZM[\VMIZ\PM+I][M_Ia
in North Somerset.
The weir, built by a National Grid
contractor to a Dutch design, retains and
raises water levels in the area to create a more
reliable feeding and breeding ground for
birds. Unlike traditional sluices, it can be

Graduates worked alongside local
community groups to improve the land
around the Knaresborough substation

Safeguarding
the Natural Grid
A project to improve biodiversity around
National Grid-owned land will help achieve a
focused action and environmental improvement
at more than 50 sites by the end of this year.
The Graduate Natural Grid project improves
the value of the company’s natural assets by
working with local organisations and
communities to identify enhancements to the
MV^QZWVUMV\\PI\KIVLMTQ^MZIZIVOMWN JMVMÅ\[
Teams of graduates develop links with
community leaders to come up with ideas to add
to the site’s natural value and reduce risks.
Working together, a sustainability action plan
is developed and delivered on site and a
handover arranged at the end of the project –
the most recent of which is now nearing
completion around Knaresborough 275kV
substation in North Yorkshire.
Graduates from six business areas have
XTIV\MLI_QTLÆW_MZUMILW_IVLSMaPMLOMZW_

READ MORE
STORIES FROM
NATIONAL GRID
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made footpath enhancements and carried out
woodland management on land surrounding the
site’s operational boundary since last year.
They have also worked with The
+WV[MZ^I\QWV>WT]V\MMZ[<+>IVL6WZ\P
AWZS[PQZM+W]V\a+W]VKQT¼[8]JTQK:QOP\[WN 
Way team on initiatives including the installation
of new barn owl and bat boxes as well as
footpath way-marking improvements.
Knaresborough is one of eight sites being
worked on by the 2018 graduate intake, with
more being added by our latest graduate intake.
2WVI\PIV5QTTMZ/ZIL]I\M-V^QZWVUMV\ITIVL
Sustainability Advisor, hailed the scheme’s
L]ITMLOMLJMVMÅ\[
He said: “The project helps our graduates
develop important business skills like project
management, stakeholder engagement and
budgeting, and also has the long-term positive
impact on the community in mind.”

JOBS BOOM

National Grid research
XZMLQK\[6M\
BMZWRWJ[ZMY]QZMUMV\
VOZQLKWU?L=?5

safely and accurately adjusted to ensure the
ZQOP\IUW]V\WN _I\MZ\W[]XXWZ\ÆWZIIVL
fauna, creating stability for wildlife and
attracting winter wildfowl and wading birds.
The project emerged from consultation on
\PM0QVSTMa+WVVMK\QWV8ZWRMK\IVL_I[
completed ahead of the start of work on
underground cables between the west end of
6IQT[MIIVL8WZ\Q[PMIL[]J[\I\QWVQV2IV]IZa

POWERING THE FUTURE
<PM=3¼[ÅZ[\[]J[MIXW_MZ
connector has enjoyed an
QUXZM[[Q^MÅZ[\aMIZ
ngrid.com/3cLJUVv

WARM FRONT

.QVLW]\_PI\6I\QWVIT/ZQLQ[
doing to heat the homes of
^]TVMZIJTMXMWXTM
ngrid.com/2IDsYCD

M

ore than 15,000 schoolchildren
of all ages visited National
/ZQL¼[MV^QZWVUMV\ITML]KI\QWV
+MV\ZM[TI[\aMIZPMTXQVO\W
[XZMIL\PM_WZLIJW]\\PM
QUXWZ\IVKMWN JQWLQ^MZ[Q\a?M
KI]OP\]X_Q\P)LZQIV8QKSTM[0MIL
WN \PM.QMTL;\]LQM[+W]VKQTZ]V.;+
*Q[PWX¼[?WWLVMIZ;\W]ZXWZ\WV
;M^MZV?WZKM[\MZ[PQZM\WÅVLW]\UWZM
?PI\Q[\PMIQUWN \PM.;++MV\ZM['
1\¼[QUXWZ\IV\\PMVM`\OMVMZI\QWVPI[IZMIT
understanding of the environment, and our
National Grid-owned centres at Bishops Wood
IVL.;+)UMZ[PIU*]KSQVOPIU[PQZMOQ^MZMIT
_WZTLTMIZVQVO\PZW]OPÅZ[\PIVLM`XMZQMVKM\W
children of all ages from pre-school to post-16
and adults. We have 19 centres across the UK
IVL1ZMTIVLITTJZQVOQVOXMWXTMWN ITTIOM[KTW[MZ
to the natural world.
?PaQ[Q\QUXWZ\IV\'
We aim to help people, especially young people,
learn about the environment to make informed
choices about how to look after it. As a charity
we must charge for our services, but we have
funding support schemes to make courses more
accessible. Wherever the young people come
from, our day courses, workshops and residential
visits take visitors outside, to experience the

(Clockwise from above) The Sitting
Circle, the ‘wigwam’ building and the
surface of the new green roof

environment and learn in fun, engaging ways.
National Grid’s support lets us look after the
J]QTLQVO[IVLOZW]VL[I\.;+*Q[PWX[?WWL
so we can focus on sharing messages on why
sustainability and biodiversity matter now and
into the future.
0W_PI[\PMQZ[]XXWZ\PMTXML'
1\ITTW_[][\WUIQV\IQV\PMKMV\ZM]VLMZI
;][\IQVIJQTQ\a)K\QWV8TIVNWZ\PM_PWTM[Q\M
and to respond to changes and events that
can happen anywhere.
The site has 30 hectares of mixed and ancient
woodland and the centre buildings are all
[Q\]I\MLIZW]VLI[QOVQÅKIV\[]J[\I\QWV<PM
UIQVJ]QTLQVOI\.;+*Q[PWX[?WWLQ[IOQIV\
wooden structure based on the North American
_QO_IU[\Z]K\]ZM1\_WVMV^QZWVUMV\ITLM[QOV
awards when it opened in 1992 and is insulated
by a grassed roof, reused newspaper and even
old telephone books.
We recently we had a problem with a leaking
roof caused by a cracked membrane under the

grass roof and National Grid’s support during
\PM[\IOM[WN KWV\ZIK\[ÅVIVKMIVLXZIK\QKIT
help was vital as the membrane needed to be
replaced but was buried beneath 25cm of soil.
/M\\QVO\PQ[Å`MLQV^WT^ML_WZSQVO_Q\P
6I\QWVIT/ZQL\PW]OP[M^MZITLQٺMZMV\TM^MT[WN 
subcontractors who found three honeybee
colonies in the roof insulation… an added
challenge but we now have a sustainable ‘living’
green roof of which we’re very proud.
?PI\MٺMK\LWM[\PM.;+PI^M'
We aim to send learners home with a deeper
understanding of their place in the natural
world. Whether they learn from an artistic,
historical, geographical or biological perspective,
_MWٺMZ[WUM\PQVONWZM^MZaWVM
_MWٺMZ[WUM
.WZUWZMQVNWZUI\QWVIJW]\\PM
.;+¼[_WZS^Q[Q\"
ÅMTL[\]LQM[KW]VKQTWZO
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Brecon guide

BEACON
OF HOPE
WHEN HE LEFT HIS CORPORATE JOB, THE FUTURE LOOKED UNCERTAIN.
BUT, AS HUW DULLEA DISCOVERED, THERE’S NO SUBSTITUTE FOR DOING
WHAT YOU LOVE IN THE BEST ‘OFFICE’ IN THE WORLD

WALES

BRECON BEACONS
NATIONAL PARK

CARDIFF

H

ENGLAND

uw Dullea usually has a 20-minute commute to his
»WٻKM¼J]\\PMWVTa\ZIٻK\WIVVWaPQUQ[\PMWLL
MZZIV\TIUJ)VLWVKMPMOM\[\W_WZSQ\¼[IT_Ia[
JZMI\P\ISQVOTaJMI]\QN]T
Visit the Brecon
)NWZUMZ+WV\ZIK\5IVIOMZI\IVI]\WUW\Q^MÅZU
Beacons website at
beacons-npa.gov.uk
PMOI^M]X\PMZI\ZIKMaMIZ[IOW_PMVPM\WWSZML]VLIVKaIVL
[\IZ\MLZMI[[M[[QVOPQ[WX\QWV[
¹1VMMLML[WUM\PQVO1MVRWaML_Q\PTW_Å`MLW^MZPMIL[[WQN Q\ITT
_MV\_ZWVO1KW]TL[]Z^Q^M1¼LIT_Ia[JMMVQV\WUW]V\IQVJQSQVO
[SQQVOIVLPQSQVO[WLMKQLML\WOWLW_V\PI\ZW]\MTQ\MZITTaºPM[IQL
EXPERIENCE
0]_TI]VKPML<ZMIL[IVL<ZIQT[I[UITTÅZUWٺMZQVO\IQTWZUILM
<PMQUXWZ\IVKMWN _WZSQVOKTW[MTa_Q\P\PM8IZSR][\I[
O]QLMLUW]V\IQVJQSMIVLPQSQVO\W]Z[IZW]VL\PMSUWN *ZMKWV
6I\QWVIT/ZQLPI[IT_Ia[LWVMWV^IZQW][XZWRMK\[_I[
*MIKWV[\ZIQT[WVPQ[LWWZ[\MXIVLPI[V¼\ZMOZM\\MLI[QVOTMUWUMV\
]XXMZUW[\QV0]_¼[UQVLI[PMXTW]OPML\PZW]OP\PMU]L
)Y]ITQÅMLTMILMZ_Q\PJW\P*ZQ\Q[P+aKTQVOIVL\PM5W]V\IQV
IVLUW]V\IQV[KZMMQV\WPQ[VM_^MV\]ZM
<ZIQVQVO)[[WKQI\QWVPM¼[IT[WIXZW]LWٻKQIT)UJI[[ILWZ\W\PM
¹<PM8IZS¼[[]XXWZ\Q[QUXWZ\IV\JMKI][M\PMa\ZIQV
6I\QWVIT8IZS)]\PWZQ\aN]TTaJZQMNMLQV\PMIZMI¼[ÆWZI
XMWXTMTQSMUM\W[PIZMSVW_TMLOMWN \PMIZMI
NI]VIPQ[\WZaIVLUW[\QUXWZ\IV\TaOMWOZIXPa
_PQKP1\PMVXI[[WV\WUaK][\WUMZ[_PW
.ZWU\PM;]OIZ4WIN UW]V\IQV·VIUMLIN\MZQ\[
IZM][]ITTa[\IaQVOVMIZJaIVLKWV\ZQJ]\QVO
ZM[MUJTIVKM\WQ\[*ZIbQTQIVVIUM[ISM·\W/W[XMT
\W\PMTWKITMKWVWUaºPM[IQL
8I[[\PMPQOPM[\ZWILXI[[QV?ITM[QV\PM*TIKS
¹;WI[_MTTI[XI[[QVOWVZQLQVO\QX[
* Huw’s difficulty levels span single
5W]V\IQV[0]_SVW_[\PM_IaIVL_PI\aW]¼ZM
IVL[SQTT[I[_MKTQUJIVLLM[KMVL\PM
track to technical rocky descents.
TQSMTa\W[MMMVZW]\M
UW]V\IQV[1IT[WM`XTIQV_PMZM_MIZM_PI\
* He leads riding tours to The Gower
XTIV\TQNMQ[IJ]VLIV\IVL\PMOMWTWOaIVLPQ[\WZa[W
Peninsular in west Wales.
XMWXTMOM\IKWUXTM\MM`XMZQMVKMº
* A three-day trans-Wales ride is
0]__MTKWUM[\W]ZQ[\[NZWU+IVILI,MVUIZS
“not for the faint hearted”.
\PM=;)IVL)][\ZITQIUIVaWN \PMULZQ^MVJaI
* His website features an
outdoor blog.
LM[QZM\W¹\Za[WUM\PQVOLQٺMZMV\º
¹1¼TT][]ITTaI[S\PMU_PI\\PMa_IV\NZWU\PMZQLM
WZPQSMI[[M[[\PMQZÅ\VM[[IVL_PI\\PMa¼LTQSM\W[MMIVL
\PMVKZMI\MIJM[XWSMZQLMWN JM\_MMV\PZMMIVL[Q`PW]Z[\PI\
\QKS[W_ٺPI\\PMa_IV\ºPM[IQL
¹;WUMM`XMZQMVKMLZWILKaKTQ[\[I[SUMPW_UIVaUQTM[_M¼TTJM
KW^MZQVOJ]\QV\PQ[\MZZIQVQ\¼[VW\IJW]\PW_NIZaW]OWQVILIa·Q\¼[
IJW]\_PI\aW]M`XMZQMVKMQV\PI\LQ[\IVKMº

CYCLE
SHORTS

EXHILARATED
.ZWUQVLQ^QL]IT[WZNZQMVL[[MMSQVOIVM`XMZQMVKMLIa\WKWZXWZI\M
OZW]X[PWXQVO\WJWVL\PMQZ\MIU[0]_M`XIVL[IVL[PZQVS[PQ[\MIU\W
KWXM"¹?PWM^MZ_M\ISMW]\\PMaKWUMJIKSM`PQTIZI\MLIVLaM[ITQ\\TM
\QZMLJ]\QVIOWWL_Ia
¹;WUM\QUM[_M¼TTLWSU[WUM\QUM[TM[[LMXMVLQVOWV\PMIT\Q\]LM
*]\M^MZa\QUM\PMZMIZM\PQVO[\PI\\PZQTTUM°\PMNIK\\PI\aW]ZIZMTa
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Indie Farmer

THE INDIE
FARMER:

My vision

THIS GRANTOR DRAGGING THE IMAGE OF FARMING
INTO THE 21ST CENTURY WANTS OTHER
LANDOWNERS TO DO THE SAME

PEAK
PERFORMER
Mountain Leader Huw’s packages
also include searching for geocaches,
wilderness camping in the
internationally recognised Dark
Sky reserve, hiking through the
Beacons or Black Mountains
and a full ski and
snowboarding service.

see another human being and the sense of freedom at being in
such incredible natural scenery.”
0]_UIQV\IQV[PQ[Å\VM[[\WZ]VZMO]TIZ\W]Z[QVOZW]X[WN JM\_MMV
three and eight, with around 60% of them hailing from a line south of the
5QLTIVL[TWWSQVONWZ[WUM\PQVO]VQY]M\WLWL]ZQVO\PMQZ\ZQX\W?ITM[
Huw, born and bred in the Abergavenny area, is also committed
\WOQ^QVOJIKS\W\PMKWUU]VQ\aIVLKW]V\Za[QLM\PI\XTIa[[]KPI
crucial role in making his business what it is.
0MIVLPQ[\MIUZMO]TIZTaUIZ[PITTIVLUIVKPMKSXWQV\[I\UIRWZ
M^MV\[[SQZ\QVO\PM*MIKWV[IVLPMLWVI\M[WVMXMZKMV\WN PQ[IVV]IT
turnover to local charities such as Mountain Rescue and Air Ambulance.
¹1\¼[QUXWZ\IV\\PI\I[ITWKITJ][QVM[[[PIZQVO\PMJMI]\aWN \PMIZMI
IVLMVKW]ZIOQVOXMWXTM\W^Q[Q\_MOQ^M[WUM\PQVOJIKS?M¼ZM^MZa
KWV[KQW][WN \PMNIK\\PI\_MZMTaWV\PQ[[\]VVQVOTIVL[KIXMQ\[_QTLTQNM
and constantly changing weather, for our livelihood,” said Huw.
¹1IT_Ia[IXXZMKQI\MPW_T]KSa1IU\WJMLWQVO[WUM\PQVO1MVRWaNWZI
TQ^QVOIVLQ\¼[ITUW[\UWZMZM_IZLQVOJMKI][MWN \PMRWJ1LQLJMNWZM1\¼[
ZIZM\PI\1_ISM]XIVL\PQVS»WPVWVW\_WZS¼JMKI][M\PMZMIZM[WUIVa
IZMI[WN \PM*ZMKWV[_Q\PLQٺMZMV\_MI\PMZ\PI\aW]KIVLZWXLW_VNZWU
\PMXMIS[QN Q\OM\[\WWJIL1PI^MWVMWN \PMJM[\WٻKM[QV\PM_WZTLº
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Huw’s National Park
adventure days
cater for as many
mountain bikers or
hikers as his
customers want

For more information go to
treadsandtrails.co.uk
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Indie Farmer

Tree of wisdom: Nigel
considers his next feature

J

ust imagine a vision of the future where
the public gladly pays a little extra for
sustainably grown food sourced direct
from their local farm.
It’s a model already working well on
the sheep, beef and arable farmland one grantor
family has been running for more than 200 years.
But it’s equally a message Nigel Akehurst believes
the industry’s elder statesmen engrossed in the
endless, gruelling business of forging a living from
the land, have failed to spread to today’s more
receptive audience.
That same tunnel vision of a generation of
landowners unused to shouting about their
IOZQK]T\]ZITWZLQ^MZ[QÅKI\QWV[]KKM[[PI[JMMV\PM
incentive for Nigel’s one-man crusade with a very
clear goal… to make farming cool.
Under the superhero-like moniker of the Indie
Farmer, he’s harnessing the positive power of social
UMLQI\WWٺMZKWV[]UMZ[INI[KQVI\QVOQV[QOP\QV\W
the work that has to happen before products reach
our supermarket shelves.
FORCE FOR GOOD
The former economics student left the family farm
close to Battle in the 1066 county of East Sussex to
seek his fortune in London more than a decade
ago. But he’s been tempted back by the prospect of
combining new-found digital skills with a love of
farming he admits “must be in my DNA”.

10
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IN NUMBERS

150K
Since its launch six
years ago, Nigel’s
website has
attracted more than
150,000 visits from
different users.

3 MINS
The average each
visitor to the site
spends on each story…
each one precious time
spent with the Indie
Farmer brand.

“I got a degree, travelled to Argentina and New
Zealand, taught English in Spain and then came back
\W_WZSQV[ITM[NWZÅ^MaMIZ[*]\1IT_Ia[NMT\1_IV\ML
more,” said the marketing entrepreneur.
He set up his own website and worked ‘in-house’ for
Red Tractor, the farming industry’s quality assurance
watchdog, as a consultant in their marketing and
communications team for nearly two years.
“I was going out meeting farmers and listening to
[\WZQM[IJW]\PW_\PMa¼L[]KKM[[N]TTaLQ^MZ[QÅMLIVLQ\
really brought me back to my roots. It was then in
2013 that I realised I could combine the two to try to
be a force for good,” he said.
Within a year he’d launched Indiefarmer.com which
he describes as a platform for small-scale producers,

OZW_MZ[IVLTQ^M[\WKSSMMXMZ[ZMLMÅVQVO\ZILQ\QWVIVL
exploring new ways to farm and produce real food.
He said: “There’s a lack of awareness among the
public about the work that goes into ensuring they get
quality food, and how and why it really is better value
than the cheap mass-produced alternative.
“The British public needs to be educated about why
good food costs that little bit more and why it’s worth
the extra. The move in recent years towards greater
awareness of provenance and process is helping drive
that understanding.”
FOODIE HUB
Since returning to the 45-acre Hockham Farm in
Boreham Street, Nigel has thrown himself into all
aspects of the 140-head of cattle and 700-sheep
business, and is behind a subtle change in philosophy.
He has added slower growing and commercially
more viable Sussex Cattle heritage breed to his father
Fred’s preferred Continentals, and sells 10kg boxes of
the matured beef direct to local buyers.
“They have special qualities in terms of their
meat and things like that are important for the
website as it strives to be regarded as a farmers’
site and a foodie hub,” he said.
He is adamant that every grantor who deals direct
with consumers should explore how social media can
help share their messages on quality and unique selling
points to give them a head start on their rivals.
His website celebrates the wider community beyond

Sussex too, with regular posts about other inspirational
J][QVM[[M[LQ^MZ[QÅKI\QWVIVLY]QZSaKW]V\Za[QLM
videos. He’s happy sharing other farmers’ successes,
SVW_QVO\PMZMÆMK\MLKZMLQJQTQ\aIVLPQ[XZWUQVMVKM
I[IV»QVÆ]MVKMZ¼_QTTJWW[\PQ[W_VJ][QVM[[
His ‘can cows swim’ video – check it out on
YouTube – has already had 41,000 plus views,
every one free advertising for the family farm.
6QOMT\PQVS[LQٺMZMV\TaIJW]\NIZUQVOIVLQ[
always trying to make that crucial connection with the
JTWO¼[KWZMI]LQMVKMJaZMUQVLQVO\PMUWN LQٺMZMV\
ways to maintain that critical link with their
customers… the food-buying public.
0M¼[KWV[\IV\Ta[MMSQVOVM__Ia[WN ÅVLQVOOZMI\
content and even embarked on a six-week UK road
trip on his scooter ‘Veronica’ to meet other like-minded
farmers with stories waiting to be told.
The site has built a loyal community with a unique
UQ`WN XZWÅTM[QV\MZ^QM_[IVLXPW\W[\WZQM[NWK][QVO
WV\PMXMWXTM_PW_WZS\PMNIZUaIZL[ÅMTL[
breweries and kitchens, but it’s equally the quirky
[\]\ٺPI\PQ\[\PM[_MM\[XW\_Q\P_MJJZW_[MZ[
agricultural or otherwise.
Two of the site’s most visited pages are ‘the 17
classic tractors we want in our shed’ and ‘a beginner’s
guide to lambing’ – proof that Nigel knows his
farm-to-public audience well.
He said: “Farming is hard work but there’s no
reason why it can’t be seen as cool. Hopefully I’m
bridging the gap between landowners and public.”

"Farming is hard
work but there's no
reason why it can 't
be seen as cool.
Hopefully I'm
bridging the gap
between landowners
and public "

For more information
visit:
indiefarmer.com
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Gas safety

WORK WITH US TO STAY SAFE
HELP US TO HELP YOU STAY SAFE DURING THESE CHALLENGING TIMES
<PMa_QTTWJ[MZ^MITTWN \PMIXXZWXZQI\M[WKQIT
LQ[\IVKQVOZ]TM[IVL_M_W]TLI[S\PI\aW]NIKQTQ\I\M
ITTZMI[WVIJTMZMY]M[\[NWZIKKM[[IVLUIQV\IQV\PM
UQVQU]UUM\ZM[[WKQITLQ[\IVKQVOXWTQKaI[IL^Q[ML
Ja\PM/W^MZVUMV\

If you are working,
remember to dial
before you dig

12
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“G

rantors have a pivotal role to play in
SMMXQVO\PMOI[ÆW_QVOIVL\PMQZ
NIUQTQM[KWTTMIO]M[IVLKWUU]VQ\QM[
safe by protecting the UK’s pipeline
I[[M\[·IVL\PI\PI[VM^MZJMMV
UWZM\Z]M\PIVVW_
<PI\¼[_Pa6I\QWVIT/ZQLPI[_ZQ\\MV\WM^MZa
OZIV\WZWV\PMQZLI\IJI[M\WM`XTIQVPW__MIZM
reacting to the current coronavirus (COVID-19)
[Q\]I\QWVIVLPW__M¼ZMXTIVVQVO\W_WZS_Q\PaW]
W^MZ\PMKWUQVOUWV\P[
1\Q[QUXWZ\IV\NWZaW]aW]ZNIUQTQM[IVL\PMX]JTQK·
I[_MTTI[\PW[M]VLMZ\ISQVO_WZSQV\PM^QKQVQ\aWN W]Z
assets – to remain safe by protecting our high-pressure
NMMLMZ[NZWULIUIOM
<PM[MIZM]VXZMKMLMV\ML\QUM[IVL1_IV\\WZMI[[]ZM
aW]\PI\_M¼ZM_WZSQVOI[PIZLI[_MKIV\WUISM[]ZM
\PMTQOP\[[\IaWVIVL\PMOI[SMMX[ÆW_QVOIVL\PI\_M
PI^M\PMXTIV[VMMLML\WSMMX\PMVM\_WZS[_WZSQVO
\PZW]OPW]\\PMXIVLMUQK
7]ZMVOQVMMZ[_QTTJMKWV\QV]QVO\W]VLMZ\ISM[INM\a
KZQ\QKIT_WZS[WVW]ZI[[M\[IVL[PW]TL\PMaVMML\W
IKKM[[I[[M\[WVaW]ZTIVLQ\_QTTWVTaJM\W]VLMZ\ISM
[INM\aKZQ\QKITKPMKS[WZUIQV\MVIVKM

ASSISTANCE
+W^QL!Q[QVM^Q\IJTaPI^QVOIVQUXIK\WVI^IQTIJQTQ\a
WN W]ZÅMTLZM[W]ZKM[IVL_MPI^MX]\IXXZWXZQI\M
UMI[]ZM[QVXTIKM\WMV[]ZM_MPI^MZM[W]ZKM[
I^IQTIJTM0W_M^MZTM^MT[WN ZM[W]ZKM_QTT^IZaIKZW[[
\PMKW]V\ZaIVLNZWULIa\WLIaI[\PM^QZ][[XZMIL[
?MZMKWOVQ[M\PI\IT\PW]OPITW\WN KWV[\Z]K\QWV_WZSPI[
JMMV[][XMVLML_WZSWV\PMTIVLVMML[\WKWV\QV]M
QVKT]LQVO\I[S[[]KPI[NMVKQVOIVLLZIQVIOM
6W_UWZM\PIVM^MZJMNWZMQ\Q[^Q\IT\PI\QN aW]IZM
XTIVVQVOIVa_WZS[QV\PM^QKQVQ\aWN IVaWN W]ZI[[M\[
\PI\KZW[[aW]ZTIVL\PI\aW]KWV\IK\][QUUMLQI\MTa
on 0800 688 588NWZIL^QKMIVLO]QLIVKMXZQWZ\WIVa
_WZS[JMQVOKIZZQMLW]\
,WXTMI[MJMIZ_Q\P][I[NWZWJ^QW][ZMI[WV[_M
UIaVMMLM`\ZI\QUM\WZM[XWVL\WaW]ZMVY]QZaI[
_MUIVIOM\PMQUXIK\WN +W^QL!_Q\PW]ZW_V
ZM[W]ZKM[8TMI[MPMTX][JaOQ^QVO][I[U]KPVW\QKM
I[aW]XW[[QJTaKIVXZQWZ\WIVa_WZS[JMMVKIZZQML
W]\IZW]VLW]ZI[[M\[
6I\QWVIT/ZQL_QTTJMKWV\QV]QVOQ\[[KPML]TML
PMTQKWX\MZ[]Z^MQTTIVKMWN \PMOI[XQXMTQVMVM\_WZS
7VKMIOIQV_M_W]TLIXXZMKQI\MaW]ZI[[Q[\IVKMQV
UIQV\IQVQVOI[INMLQ[\IVKMNZWU\PW[MI[[M\[QN aW]
IZMKIZZaQVOW]\_WZSVMIZJaQVWZLMZ\WI^WQLIVa
]VVMKM[[IZaZMY]QZMUMV\[NWZ6I\QWVIT/ZQLMVOQVMMZ[
to have to make site visits to your property in response
\WIMZQIT[QOP\QVO[
As ever, if you think you have hit a pipeline please
call our emergency number on 0800 111 999*.
1N aW]IZMXTIVVQVOIVa_WZS[VMIZW]Z/I[WZ
Electricity assets please call on 0800 688 588*.
<PIVSaW]NWZPMTXQVO][\WUIQV\IQVI[INM/I[IVL
-TMK\ZQKQ\aVM\_WZSº

THE PRESSURE OF GAS FLOWING
THROUGH THE PIPELINES IS 50 TIMES THAT
OF THE AVERAGE CAR TYRE PRESSURE.

THE ‘EAGLES’

IF NECESSARY
OR REQUESTED,
A TECHNICIAN
WILL VISIT THE
SITE TO LOCATE
AND MARK OUT
THE PIPELINE,
AND ADVISE ON
WHAT WORKS
CAN AND CAN’T
BE DONE
SAFELY. THIS
IS A FREE
SERVICE.

THE ELECTRICITY AND
GAS LOCATION ENQUIRY
SYSTEM, MANAGED BY
OUR SERVICE PROVIDER
CADENT, ALLOWS
ANYONE TO INFORM
NATIONAL GRID AND
CAN LOCATE AND
PROVIDE EXACT DETAILS
FOR CARRYING OUT
WORKS ON YOUR LAND.

ANY LAND SEARCH
SHOULD SHOW IF
THERE IS AN EASEMENT
IN PLACE. THIS IS A
LEGAL AGREEMENT
AND WILL SHOW THE
ROUTE OF THE PIPELINE
AND FORM PART OF THE
DEED OF COVENANT TO
THE PROPERTY.

ALWAYS MAKE SURE YOU
CALL NATIONAL GRID
BEFORE UNDERTAKING ANY
WORK TO A DEPTH GREATER
THAN 0.5M.

REMEMBER: WHEN
PLANNING WORK, PIPELINES
CHANGE DIRECTION AND
MAY NOT ALWAYS RUN
IN STRAIGHT LINES
BETWEEN GAS
MARKER POSTS.

CALL NATIONAL GRID ON

0800 688 588
OR 24-HOUR EMERGENCY LINE

*M[\ZMOIZL[

0800 111 999

KAMILLE LIDDAR,
);;-<8:7<-+<176<-)54-),-:

OR EMAIL AT PLANTPROTECTION@CADENTGAS.COM
WHICH LINKS TO OUR EAGLES PROCESS (RIGHT)
* CALLS MAY BE RECORDED OR MONITORED

THIS SERVICE IS MANNED
BETWEEN 8-4PM MON-FRI,
THEREAFTER THERE IS AN
AUTOMATED SEARCH
FACILITY AVAILABLE, WITH
AN INITIAL RESPONSE
GIVEN WITHIN MINUTES.

CONTACT NATIONAL GRID
PRIOR TO COMMENCING
DRAINAGE, CLEARING
DITCHES AND
FENCING WORK.

STAYING IN TOUCH WITH
NATIONAL GRID IS SIMPLE
1V\PMM^MV\WN IVQVKQLMV\WZIVMUMZOMVKa_M
VMML\WSVW__PW\WKWV\IK\
1N aW]JMTQM^MaW]PI^M6I\QWVIT/ZQLI[[M\[WV
aW]ZTIVLJ]\PI^MVW\ZMKMQ^MLIVaTM\\MZNZWU][
KWVÅZUQVO\PQ[I[[M\\PMVXTMI[MKWV\IK\][WV
01926 654844 or email us at
grantorservices@nationalgrid.com

KITT[UIaJMZMKWZLMLIVLUWVQ\WZML
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Electric future

FACT

WE ARE

electric...

(OR WILL BE SOON)
NATIONAL GRID’S DECARBONISATION EXPERT ON WHY
ELECTRIC CARS WILL BE THE NEW MOBILE PHONES
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isten to Graeme Cooper for any longer than
Å^MUQV]\M[IVLPM¼TTPI^MaW]ZMIKPQVONWZ
aW]ZKITK]TI\WZ\WX]\\PMLMXW[Q\LW_VWV
IVMTMK\ZQKKIZ_PQTMOM\\QVOIY]W\M\WZQX
W]\IVLZMVW^I\MaW]ZPMI\QVO[a[\MU
4QSMUIVaXMWXTM_Q\PI^Q[QWVPM¼[LZQ^MVIVL
[QVOTMUQVLML=VTQSMUW[\PMM`XTIQV[_PaQ\¼[
VMKM[[IZa_Q\PIOZW]VLMLKTIZQ\a\PI\UMIV[
LWQVOIVa\PQVOW\PMZ\PIVIK\QVOWVPQ[IL^QKM
[MMU[TQSM]\\MZUILVM[[
*]\6I\QWVIT/ZQL¼[-TMK\ZQK>MPQKTM[8ZWRMK\
5IVIOMZLWM[V¼\R][\\ITSIOWWLOIUM°PMTQ^M[QVI
aMIZWTLPWUMPM¼[\]ZVMLKIZJWVVM]\ZITIVL
XZW]LTaLZQ^M[IVMTMK\ZQKKIZ
¹<PMQVQ\QITW]\TIaQ[ITW\J]\Q\[\IZ\[\WXIaNWZQ\[MTN 
^MZaY]QKSTaºPMQV[Q[\[_Q\PVMIZM^IVOMTQKITbMIT
JMNWZMY]QKSTaUW^QVOWV\W[XMTTW]\_Pa_MU][\IK\
VW_\WLMKIZJWVQ[M\PM=3
INTERPRETER
/ZIMUMQ[ITQ\\TMLQٺMZMV\\WUIVaXWTQKaUISMZ[IVL
[PIXMZ[QV\PI\PM[MM[PQU[MTN I[IVQV\MZXZM\MZ_Q\P
\PM\I[SWN \ISQVOKWUXTM`IVL\ZQKSaKWZXWZI\MWZ
XWTQ\QKITUM[[IOM[IVLUISQVO\PMUZMTM^IV\[W\PMa
UI\\MZ\W\PMI^MZIOMXMZ[WVQV\PM[\ZMM\

?PMVPM¼[VW\[Q\\QVOWV\PM/W^MZVUMV\\I[SNWZKM
[PIXQVO\PM=3¼[N]\]ZMQVL][\ZQIT[\ZI\MOaIVL\PM
MٺMK\[WN KIZJWVKTQUI\MKPIVOMIVLXWWZIQZY]ITQ\a
WVW]ZPMIT\PPM¼[\W]ZQVO\PMKW]V\Za\ITSQVO\W
KW]VKQT[IVLÅVIVKQMZ[°QVPQ[XIUQTMMTMK\ZQKKIZ
AWARENESS
<PMNI\PMZWN\_W\MMVIOMKPQTLZMVVW_QVPQ[\PQZL
KIZMMZM`XTIQV[PW_\PMÅZ[\\_WZWTM[[PIXMLPQ[»ZMIT
_WZTL^QM_¼WVPW_6I\QWVIT/ZQLPI[IJQOXIZ\\W
XTIaQV\PMZM^WT]\QWV\PI\¼[¹KWUQVOLW_V\PMZWIL
^MZaNI[\º
¹.QZ[\1J]QT\UWJQTMXPWVMVM\_WZS[IZW]VL\PM=3
IVL-]ZWXMX]\\QVOXPWVMUI[\MY]QXUMV\WVXaTWV[
IVL6I\QWVIT/ZQLOI[PWTLMZ[1\_I[I\MKPVWTWOa
LQ[Z]X\WZX][PMLJa\PM/W^MZVUMV\ºPM[IQL
¹<PMV1J]QT\MQOP\WV[PWZM_QVLNIZU[_WZ\P
UQTTQWVW^MZaMIZ[<PMa_MZMIVW\PMZ
\MKPVWTWOaLQ[Z]X\WZ\PI\VMMLML[QOVQÅKIV\
QVNZI[\Z]K\]ZMIVLI[\ZWVOZMO]TI\WZ¹
<PI\XWIKPMZ\]ZVMLOIUMSMMXMZ]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN 
\PM¹MVIJTQVOºXW_MZWN 6I\QWVIT/ZQL¼[VM\_WZS_QTT
JMXQ^W\ITQV\PMVM`\JQOKPIVOM"¹=V\QT\PM
LQZ\QM[\\PQVO_MLQLI[IVI\QWV_I[UISMXW_MZJ]\
\PI\¼[JMMVW^MZ\ISMVJa\ZIV[XWZ\.WZ\]VI\MTa\PMZM¼[

January was the greenest ever in
terms of our electricity.
Milder temperatures and a demand for
electricity, coupled with high winds
meant low carbon sources made up
more of the mix, leading to a
record low in the amount of
carbon produced for
every kilowatt.

"Remember the
video recorder and
mobile phones?
There was
scepticism and
then they boomed"
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IOZW_QVOI_IZMVM[[\PI\XWWZIQZY]ITQ\aQ[SQTTQVO
XMWXTMIaMIZ\PI\KTQUI\MKPIVOMQ[V¼\R][\
IUa\PIVL\PI\\PM=3KIVJMVMÅ\NZWUKTMIVQVO
]XQ\[PMI\IVL\ZIV[XWZ\º
/ZIMUMQ[[TW_TaJZQLOQVO\PMKZMLQJQTQ\aOIX
JM\_MMV[I^QVO\PM=3¼[MKWVWUa\PMXTIVM\IVLTQ^M[
IVLMVKW]ZIOQVOWZOIVQ[I\QWV[IVLQVLQ^QL]IT[\W\ISM
\PMÅZ[\ÅVIVKQITTa\ZQKSa[\MX[\WLMKIZJWVQ[I\QWV
¹6M`\\QUMaW]¼ZMLZQ^QVOWVIUW\WZ_IaTWWS]X
IVLKW]V\XaTWV[<PMZM¼[I[aVMZOa\PI\UMIV[\PM
MVMZOaVM\_WZSQ[_PMZM\PMZWILVM\_WZSQ[ WN 
\PM\QUM?M_IV\\WJMNMMLQVOQV\W\PI\ºPM[IQL
0M¼[ITT]LQVO\W\PMX]JKPI\XPMVWUMVWVWN »ZIVOM
IV`QM\a¼IXPZI[M][MLJaVWVMTMK\ZQK^MPQKTM->
W_VMZ[\WLM[KZQJM\PMUa\PQKIT[Q\]I\QWVWN JMQVO
]VIJTM\WKPIZOM]XWVITWVORW]ZVMa
0M[Ia[IVM\_WZSWN KPIZOQVO[Q\M[_Q\PQV
UQTM[WN MIKPW\PMZOQ^QVO!!XMZKMV\KW^MZIOMWN 
\PMZWILVM\_WZS·_Q\P6I\QWVIT/ZQL_WZSQVOQV
KWTTIJWZI\QWV_Q\P\PM,Q[\ZQJ]\QWV6M\_WZS[\W
¹XZW^QLM\PM_QZM[º·_W]TLMVL\PI\»JTWKSMZ¼\W
]X\ISMQVIVQV[\IV\
CHARGE BUNDLE
<PM=3¼[[]J[\I\QWV[IZMIVW\PMZ]V\IXXML
ZM[W]ZKMNWZJ][LMXW\[\I`QÅZU[WZ\ZIV[XWZ\P]J[\W
ZMTWKI\MWV\ZILQ\QWVITTaKPMIXMZTIVLVMIZJa\W\IX
QV\W\PMVM__IaWN \ZIV[XWZ\QVOXMWXTMIVLOWWL[
¹<PM\_WUIQVIZO]UMV\[VW\\WJ]aIVMTMK\ZQKKIZ
·ZIVOMIVLKW[\·IZMJMKWUQVOQVKZMI[QVOTa_MIS
AW]KIVOWUWZM\PIVUQTM[WVIKPIZOMVW_IVL
UW[\XMWXTM¼[I^MZIOMRW]ZVMaQ[UQTM[<PMKW[\WN 
TMI[QVOQ[K]ZZMV\TaITQ\\TMUWZMJ]\aW]OM\Q\JIKSWV
\I`XM\ZWTWZLQM[MT[I^ML+WVÅLMVKMQ[OZW_QVOITT
\PM\QUMºPM[IQL
0MJMTQM^M[\PI\R][\I[_M¼LVM^MZPI^MJW]OP\I
UWJQTMXPWVM_PMV\PMaÅZ[\PQ\\PMPQOP[\ZMM\
IV->IVLKPIZOMJ]VLTMXIKSIOMNWZJ][QVM[[M[IVL
QVLQ^QL]ITJ]aMZ[_QTTJM\PMVWZUQVINM_aMIZ[¼\QUM
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Electric future

QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

¹<PMZM_QTTJM/W^MZVUMV\QVKMV\Q^M[IVLQ\Q[
LMÅVQ\MTaOWQVO\WPIXXMV_PM\PMZXMWXTMTQSMQ\WZ
VW\:MUMUJMZ\PM^QLMWZMKWZLMZUWJQTMXPWVM[IVL
[UIZ\XPWVM['<PMZM_I[[KMX\QKQ[UIVL\PMV\PMa
JWWUML1\¼[QUXWZ\IV\NZWU6I\QWVIT/ZQL¼[
XMZ[XMK\Q^M\PI\_MIZMN]\]ZMZMILa\PI\\PQ[LWM[V¼\
PIXXMV[WTMTaQV4WVLWVIVL\PM[W]\PMI[\IVL\PI\
\PMZ]ZITMKWVWUaQ[V¼\TMN\JMPQVLJMKI][MQ\¼[I[
ZMTM^IV\NWZ\ZIK\WZ[IVL\MTMPIVLTMZ[I[KIZ[º
CLEAN, GREEN AND CHEAP
/ZIMUMQ[KMZ\IQV\PI\\PMMTMK\ZQK^MPQKTMZM^WT]\QWVQ[
I\\PM[IUM[\IOM>0;M`XMZQMVKML_PMVXMWXTM
LQ[UQ[[MLZMKWZLQVOÅTU[I\PWUMI[[WUM\PQVOWVTa
\PMTQSM[WN \PMJQOÅTUPW][M[KW]TLLW
¹?MIZM\ITSQVO_Q\P\PM,MXIZ\UMV\WN <ZIV[XWZ\
IVL\PM<ZMI[]Za[W\PMLIa[_PMVQ\\ISM[MQOP\\W
UQV]\M[\WKPIZOMaW]ZKIZJa][QVOIKPIZOMXWQV\IVL
IVIXXWVaW]ZXPWVMIZMKWUQVOKTW[MZºPM[IQL
0MM[\QUI\M[\PI\NWZWVTaINM_XW]VL[WN MTMK\ZQKQ\a
TM[[QN Q\KWUM[NZWUZMVM_IJTMMVMZOaI\VQOP\_PMV
MVMZOaQ[KPMIXMZ_M_QTTJMLZQ^QVOIZW]VLUQTM[
QV\PMVW\\WWLQ[\IV\N]\]ZM
0MILLML"¹1\¼[KTMIVMZ
OZMMVMZIVLaW]KIVKPIZOM
_PMVQ\¼[KPMIX1¼U]XIVL
LW_V\PMKW]V\Za\ITSQVO\W
J][QVM[[M[IVLKW]VKQT[IVLTI[\
UWV\P1X]\QVUaKIZ
¹<PMZMIZMM^MV[WUM\IZQ[ٺ
I^IQTIJTMVW_\PI\XIaaW]
_PMV\PMZM¼[\WWU]KP
MTMK\ZQKQ\aQV\PMOZQL[WNWZ
QVLQ^QL]ITLZQ^MZ[\ZIV[XWZ\
JI[MLIVLIOZQK]T\]ZIT
J][QVM[[M[Q\¼[LMÅVQ\MTa
[WUM\PQVO_WZ\PKWV[QLMZQVO
VW_NWZ\PMVMIZN]\]ZMº





“CAN THE UK ENERGY GRID COPE
WITH A HUGE INCREASE IN THE
NUMBER OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES
BEING PLUGGED IN FOR CHARGING?”

“ELECTRIC VEHICLES DON’T GO FAR
ENOUGH ON ONE CHARGE. AREN’T
THEY ANNOYING AND INCONVENIENT?”

Yes. There are two aspects to whether we have the capacity to
manage lots of EVs being plugged in at once – whether we have
enough energy and whether we have sufﬁcient capacity on the
wires that carry that energy to where it’s needed.
The most demand for electricity we’ve had in recent years in
the UK was for 62GW in 2002, but since then due to improved
energy efﬁciency such as the installation of solar panels, the nation’s
peak demand has fallen by roughly 16 per cent.
If we all switched to EVs, demand would only increase by around
10 per cent… still less than in 2002 and ‘Smart by design’ home
charge points would ensure demand is spread out anyway.

Read more of Graeme’s
forecasts for the big
changes heading our way
in the Activity section at:
linkedin.com/in/
graemecooper/


“AREN’T EVS MORE EXPENSIVE THAN
PETROL AND DIESEL EQUIVALENTS?”

That’s true, especially for early adopters but as they become more
mainstream and volumes increase, prices typically come down and we
expect the upfront cost of new EVs to reduce over the next few years.
For those looking to buy used rather than new, the current growth
of supply in new EVs will hit the second-hand EVs market in three or so
years’ time. Don’t just look at the initial outlay for your car but the
‘whole life cost’, which means considering how well it retains its value
and its running costs because EVs are depreciating less than petrol
and diesel… and have fewer moving parts so have lower service costs.

The sweet-spot that gives the optimal balance between cost and
distance for the range of an EV is between 200 and 300 miles.
Statistically the ﬁrst car in a family averages around 37 miles a day
and people buy for the longest trips they do. But when we take
longer trips, most of us already stop for 15 to 20 minutes at a service
station to grab a drink and ﬁll up on petrol or diesel. That would be all
the time it takes to power up your EV with an ultra-rapid charger.
This is why National Grid has proposed the optimum locations to
ensure nobody on the strategic road network is ever further than 50
driven miles from an ultra-rapid charge point.

4

“SURELY ALL YOU’RE DOING IS
MOVING HARMFUL EMISSIONS FROM
EXHAUSTS TO POWER STATIONS?”

The way we generate power has evolved and our energy system is
getting greener all the time.
Last year, 2019, was a record-breaking year and more electricity
was generated by clean sources than fossil fuels.
With the growth in onshore and offshore wind farms and the
closure of a number of coal plants, transport is in fact now the most
polluting thing we do as a nation.
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Plantlife

A BURST OF COLOUR THAT MAY SOON BE GONE

MAKING
PLANTS
SEXY

STINKING
CHAMOMILE

© Image copyright D Moyse

R
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© Image copyright Plantlife

WILD COLUMBINE

ROUGH POPPY

A true wild ﬂower, although it is
related to garden columbines.
The name comes from
“columba”, the Latin for dove,
as the ﬂowers resemble a group
of tiny birds.

One of the rarest species of
poppy, it can be recognised by
its crimson ﬂowers with four,
sometimes ﬁve, petals and
bristly, egg-shaped seed-pods.
It can often be found carpeting
the valleys at Ranscombe
throughout summer.

© Image copyright Plantlife

© Image copyright Bob Gibbons

we can reverse the gradual loss of our countryside,” he said.
<PMWZOIVQ[I\QWV¼[QVÆ]MVKMQVXZW\MK\QVOKWI[\IT_WWLTIVLPMI\PTIVL
arable and grassland is gradually growing through its charitable activities
and awareness projects, such as the ground-breaking Road Verge
Campaign which now has almost 90,000 signatures to its name.
:QKPIZL[IQL"¹1\[IQUQ[\WUISM[]ZM_QTLÆW_MZ[\PZQ^MWV\PM=3¼[
verges by sharing management guidelines with local councils so they don’t
mow everywhere. That’s a quick win which is starting to reap rewards.
“There’s nothing more incredible than seeing a verge or arable
farmland covered in a riot of colour, and we’re committed to making
people aware of how simple changes to management can deliver
spectacular results. A ‘less and later’ two-cut approach would replenish the
seed bank, restore diversity, save councils money and provide pollinator
PIJQ\I\M[\QUI\ML\WMY]IT\PM[QbMWN Å^MUIRWZKQ\QM[KWUJQVMLº
He added: “Countryside programmes always focus on animals because
they run around and are cute, but we are determined to make plants sexy.
And we need to start now, before it’s too late.”

IN NUMBERS

FACT

A plant which prefers the damp
climate of north-west Europe,
so it is well at home in Britain
where we have up to half of the
world’s population of bluebells.

A scarce plant with beautiful
daisy-like ﬂowers.
Like many plants of arable
farmland, it has all but
vanished from the
countryside but can still be
found at Ranscombe.

THAT’S THE MISSION FOR ONE
GRANTOR ORGANISATION
ichard Moyse is smiling broadly, utterly oblivious to the
rain lashing across the valley as he strides purposefully
towards a giant beech tree in the distance.
DISAPPEARING
As a child, he enjoyed picnics with his parents at this
The organisation, with Prince Charles as its patron, works tirelessly to
unspoiled spot on Kent’s Medway Valley, which looks the
ensure its reserves protect the most vulnerable plants, such as the hairy,
same today as it did 400 years ago.
OZMMVÆW_MZQVO1V\MZZ]X\ML*ZWUMZM[K]MLNZWUVMIZM`\QVK\QWVIVLVW_
He grew up in the village of Cuxton a two-minute walk away,
ÆW]ZQ[PQVOQV\PQ[JMI]\QN]TIKZMXWKSM\WN 3MV\
LM^MTWXQVOIXI[[QWVNWZ\PMÆWZIIVLNI]VIIZW]VLPQU0MTMN\LQLI
<PM:IV[KWUJMZM[MZ^M_MTKWUM[XMWXTMIaMIZ\WQ\[UQTM[
botany degree, grew a career and in 2011, “came home” to Ranscombe
of footpaths, watched over by a team of volunteers who maintain
Nature Reserve with a mission… to make plants sexy.
the woods and grassland in this part of the Kent Downs Area
The Project Manager at Ranscombe Nature Reserve, one of
WN 7]\[\IVLQVO6I\]ZIT*MI]\a\PZW]OPW]\_QV\MZ\WMV[]ZM
23 Plantlife centres working to safeguard the nation’s wild
summer’s explosion of colour.
ÆW_MZ[XTIV\[IVLN]VOQSVW_[\PI\Q[IKPITTMVOM·J]\
Richard said: “We have more than 420 plant species,
Q\¼[WVM\PMVW\NWZXZWÅ\WZOIVQ[I\QWVQ[ZMTQ[PQVO
The paths around the
Ranscombe reserve were once
from the culturally important poppies that carpet the
“We’re on the brink of a serious crisis when it comes to
trodden by one of the area’s
valleys in crimson to the rare stinking chamomile.
protecting these species, and in time if nothing is done
most famous fellows, Charles
“Their presence means insects thrive. We have
our natural environment will collapse and the countryside
Dickens, and described in
QVKZMLQJTM?PQ\M)LUQZITJ]\\MZÆQM[IVLNITTW_LMMZJ]\
will be green and grey with no other colours,” he said.
his book The Pickwick
this kind of robust and diverse wildlife corridor that’s a life
“If plants were to die out at this reserve, bee numbers
Papers.
support for all our wildlife is in real danger of disappearing
would dwindle, insects disappear and we’d lose the linnets and
unless we act now. And that’s not scaremongering. It’s fact.”
skylarks, and then the peregrine falcons. If species die out, our
countryside would lose its robust ecosystems which is why we’re trying
PARTNERSHIP
to make them as rich and diverse as possible.”
Since its launch 30 years ago, Plantlife has grown into a powerful
KWV[MZ^I\QWVTWJJaQV?PQ\MPITTIVLQV\MZVI\QWVITTa\WZIQ[M\PMXZWÅTMWN 
Plants such as
_QTLÆW_MZ[KMTMJZI\M\PMQZJMI]\aIVLXZW\MK\\PMQZN]\]ZM
blackthorn (left),
It has connected 20,000 children to nature by hands-on visits to its 4,500
corncockle and
IKZM[WN ZM[MZ^M[WN _PQKP\PMÆIO[PQX:IV[KWUJMIVL\PMWZOIVQ[I\QWV¼[
the bumblebees’
favourite
Wiltshire headquarters are both National Grid gas grantors.
Viper’s-bugloss
That grantor connection and vibrant partnership approach with other
grow freely at
KWV[MZ^I\QWVOZW]X[KW]TLJM\PMLQٺMZMVKMJM\_MMVIXTIV\IVLQ\[
the Ranscombe
I[[WKQI\ML_QTLTQNM¹PIVOQVOWVºWZÆW]ZQ[PQVOQV[Q[\ML:QKPIZL
reserve.
¹?MWٺMZJM[XWSM[XMKQITQ[\IL^QKMIJW]\XTIV\[XTIVVQVOIVL
botanical surveys and work with landowners on projects and long-term
land management. Enhancing understanding of arable and meadow
UIVIOMUMV\UMIV[\PMJMVMÅ\[ÅT\MZLW_V\W\PMX]JTQKIVL

BLUEBELL

3,495

15,800

Unique species
on Plantlife’s
23 nature reserves

Acres of meadow
created or restored

For more information
visit:
plantlife.org.uk
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LASTWORD
Start summer in style with these two great prizes
GET CREATIVE AND
LEARN SOMETHING

WIN

From blacksmithing to shoemaking and
magic to photography, it’s never too late to try
[WUM\PQVOKWUXTM\MTaLQٺMZMV\
/ZQLTQVMQ[WٺMZQVOI+ZMI\Q^M+WTTMK\QWV>QZOQV
Experience Day voucher to share the joy of tea
blending, pottery making and a choice of many
other days out to the grantor who correctly answers
\PMY]M[\QWVJMTW_QVW]ZLZI_<PMZM¼[M^MVI
JMMZIVLKQLMZ\I[\QVO\W]ZNWZ\PMTM[[IZ\Q[\QK

WIN
Enter our photo
competition and
you could win a
£100 gift voucher
This wonderful picture of
Fell Ponies’ horseplay earned
Marlyn McInnes from Perthshire
the prize this time… so now
we’re after yours with the theme
¹IJZQOP\MZN]\]ZMº
Send your high resolution shot
to gridline@madebysonder.
com by 1 September 2020 for a
chance to win a £100 high street
[PWXXQVO^W]KPMZWN aW]ZKPWQKM

Q How many National Grid-connected
charging sites does electric car expert
Graeme Cooper want to see?
Email your answer, name and contact details to
gridline@madebysonder.com – or send your entry to
Sonder Experience Day competition, Victoria Court,
8 Dormer Place, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire,
CV32 5AE to arrive no later than 1 September 2020.

JUST FOR FUN CROSSWORD

1

ACROSS

DOWN

6 Highly intelligent aquatic mammal which uses
sonar to detect objects in clouded water (7)

1 Outdoor game, played on a green, known in
-VOTIVLI\TMI[\[QVKM\PM\PQZ\MMV\PKMV\]Za

 0MZWQVMWN \_WJWWS[Ja4M_Q[+IZZWTT

 <W_VQV;]ZZMa_Q\PINIUW][ZIKMKW]Z[M

8 Name of several kings of Spain, the last of
whom was ousted by the declaration of a
Republic in 1931 (7)

 ;\IZWN \PM5]XXM\;PW_

 ;
 MIKZMI\]ZM_Q\PIZW]VLWZW^ITJWLaIVL
eight arms (7)

11 Spasmodic type of dance accompanied by jazz
music (9)

10 Scottish seaport at the head of Loch Ryan (9)

1VXTIV\[\PM]VLM^MTWXML[MML
18 Elder of the Wright Brothers who pioneered
IQZÆQOP\IZW]VL\PM\]ZVWN \PMKMV\]Za

3

6

7

8

9

5

15

16

11
12

13

14

12 Substance which dissolves another (7)
13 Bird which winters in Africa and visits Europe
and is distinguishable by its deeply forked tail (7)

4

10

4 Musical term, meaning “with brisk movement”
(7)

9 Wine district of France, bordering the
/QZWVLMVWZ\PWN *WZLMI]`

14 Northern sea, lying between Iceland and the
Scandinavian mainland (9)

2

17

18

19

20

;\ZQVOQV[\Z]UMV\WN \PM^QWTQVNIUQTa
16 An early type of computer

!8QMKMWN ]V_ZW]OP\UM\ITKI[\QVIUW]TL
20 French nineteenth-century composer who
wrote the “Symphonie Fantastique” (7)

© Brainwarp

SOLUTION: ACROSS - 6 Dolphin, 7 Alice, 8 Alfonso, 9 Medoc, 11 Jitterbug, 14 Norwegian, 17 Ovule, 18 Orville, 19 Ingot, 20 Berlioz
DOWN -*W_T[-X[WU5Q[[8QOOa)TTMOZW7K\WX][;\ZIVZIMZ;WT^MV\;_ITTW_>QWTI)TOWT
COMPETITION TERMS AND CONDITIONS: EXPERIENCE DAY: The winner will be the ﬁrst entrant selected at random who correctly identiﬁes the answer
and is a National Grid grantor at time of draw. Editor’s decision is ﬁnal. No correspondence will be entered into. Gridline reserves the right to change the prize
without notice. It is not transferable and can’t be exchanged for cash. National Grid always seeks feedback and opinions from stakeholders they interact with
to better understand stakeholder requirements. By entering the competition you permit BMG Research to contact you on behalf of National Grid Gas/
Electricity Transmission. Closing date: 1 September 2020. PHOTO: Winning image will be the most visually appealing and relevant to theme and will feature
in the next edition. The winner must be a National Grid grantor. Editor’s decision is ﬁnal. No correspondence will be entered into. Gridline reserves the right to
change the prize without notice. It is not transferable and can’t be exchanged for cash. Closing date: 1 September 2020. The winners’ names will be published.
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